
Brake equipment of a trainset 

 

 

The trainset is composed of motor and trailer vehicles, and builds a fixed composition during commercial 
operation. Moreover, a train can be composed of several trainsets (of the same type, or of different types) 
coupled together to build a Multiple Unit (MU). 

The brake equipment of a trainset is similar to the one of a train composed of a locomotive and coaches, but in 
which the brake equipment of the locomotive and coaches are « mixed » along the trainset. 

 

Equipment in car body 

A trainset includes necessarily at least a driving cab, most of the time two (one at each end, in order to ensure 
reversibility). 

Braking control 

Trainsets can be equipped: 

• either with the pneumatic brake 

• or with the direct electropneumatic brake. 

Version equipped with the pneumatic brake 

In this version, trainsets are systematically equipped with the two pipes: 

• Brake Pipe BP) 

• Main Reservoir Pipe (MRP). 

Both pipes are connected: 

• Between vehicles by means of flexible hoses from one car body to the other, or linking the rigid piping 
to the head of the coupling bar which ensures links and tightness during coupling operations. 

• Between trainsets – in case of a MU – by means of the heads of the automatic couplers, which ensure 
links and tightness during coupling operation and closing of pipes during uncoupling operations; the 
coupler head is linked to BP and MRP rigid piping by means of flexible hoses. 

Train braking control is ensured by means of the BP (see page about general considerations on the pneumatic 
brake). The pressure variations in the BP are controlled by means of a driver’s brake valve (generally: one per 
driving cab), which is controlled by the brake master controller in the corresponding cab. Some short trainsets 
(single or twin cars) are equipped with only one driver’s brake valve: the electric cabling makes it possible to 
select the active brake master controller according to the active cab. 

The driver’s brake valve is generally equipped with the following functions: neutral, overcharge, EP assist 
control (in this last case: for trainsets equipped with EP assist, which is not always the case). 

An emergency venting device (see page on emergency braking controls) is connected to the safety equipment 
(dead man’s device, speed control, etc.) of the corresponding cab, and makes it possible to initiate emergency 
braking by fast venting of the BP. All emergency venting devices of a train (in particular in MU) are connected 
on an emergency loop in order to be solicited simultaneously so that it can be guaranteed that at least one will 
be activated. 



A back-up brake master controller makes it possible to pneumatically control the driver’s brake valve in case of 
electric failure on the latter: the commutation is done by operation on a cock. 

Moreover, the driver has the possibility to control only the dynamic brake of the trainset by means of specific 
positions of the traction or brake master controller: the pressure in the BP is not modified, control being 
ensured in a purely electric way (even digital way on recent trainsets). The friction brake of the trainset is not 
operated. This braking configuration is essentially used to maintain the speed constant in a descending slope 
or for slowing down the train when required by the operating schedule, without leading to harmful heating of 
friction brakes. 

Version equipped with the direct electropneumatic brake 

For this version, trainsets are equipped with: 

• Train lines for service braking control. These train lines can be of the analogic or digital (train bus) type 
and are also used for traction control. 

• A low voltage loop for emergency braking control. 

• The Main Reservoir Pipe (MRP). 

Service braking control is ensured par acting on a master controller which is most of the time common to 
traction and braking functions. Brake demand is function of the position of the master controller in the braking 
range. 

On recent trainsets for which control is ensured by means of a digital train bus, a blending of dynamic and 
friction brakes is ensured at train level, the management of it being ensured by the main processor unit of the 
digital bus. 

Emergency braking is controlled by switching off the emergency loop by means of one of the manual controls 
(emergency “knock down” push button or emergency position of the traction-braking master controller) or by 
safety equipment: each of these devices is equipped with contacts making the switching off possible. 

Arrangements common to both versions 

The MRP is supplied by the Main Reservoirs (MR), which in turn are supplied by the air production and 
treatment units (compressor and dryer). 

On the driver’s desk of each driving cab are installed standard components (see page on the braking control 
devices in cab): braking (or traction-braking) master controller, emergency “knock down” push button, 
manometers ER/BP/MRP/BC (depending on the version), neutral and overcharge control switches (pneumatic 
brake), EP assist isolation switch (for trainsets equipped with pneumatic brake, and when concerned). 

Somme recent trainsets are equipped with a Single Agent Brake Test, realized either by means of low voltage 
train lines and relays (Z2N, TER2N, XTER and ZTER) or by means of the digital train bus (TGV). 

Trainset braking 

Trainset braking is generally ensured by: 

• A dynalic brake 

• A friction brake 

The dynamic brake, of electrodynamic regenerative or(and) rheostatic type or of hydrodynamic type (according 
to the transmission type: electric or diesel-electric, or purely diesel) is ensured by the traction motors or by the 
hydrodynamic brake installed for this purpose (see page on brake components). It is controlled alone (for 
maintaining a constant speed or for slowing down) or blended with the friction brake (for slowing or stopping 
braking). 



 

Control is ensured by the control electronic units for each motor vehicle or bogie, which in turn control the 
rectifiers, choppers and inverters or the electronic control unit of the hydrodynamic brake, this as a function of 
demands received from the concerned master controller. In some cases, brake demand can also be provided 
by means of the BP, the control electronic permanently measuring the pressure in the BP and computing the 
pressure drop performed in the BP (case of a pneumatic brake). 

The friction brake is controlled: 

• Either blended with the dynamic brake, by means of electropneumatic transducers controlled by the 
control electronic units, and making it possible to deliver a variable pressure to the relay valve 
supplying the brake cylinders in the concerned tread brake or disc brake units; blending is performed at 
trainset, set of vehicles, vehicle or bogie level. 

• Or alone, by means of a distributor valve (UIC, or JMR: see page on the distributor valve) (pneumatic 
brake) or by means of an electronic control unit associated to an electropneumatic transducer (direct 
electropneumatic brake), the pilot pressure generated in one or the other case being delivered to a 
relay valve. 

Brake independency can be ensured vehicle per vehicle, bogie per bogie or even axle per axle, depending on 
the composition of the trainset. 

On most of the modern trainsets equipped with the pneumatic brake, the distributor valve brake application 
and release times are set at values shorter than those prescribed by UIC, in order to enable shorter brake 
distances and faster traction resumption. 

Moreover, trainsets with high load variations are equipped with load corrected braking, ensured by means of a 
load variable relay valve (see page on relay valves). Load correction can also be performed directly by the 
control electronic units, in particular in the case of a direct electropneumatic brake. 

An auxiliary brake reservoir (per car or per bogie) makes it possible to supply the concerned brake equipment. 
It is supplied by the MRP (through a check valve and eventually through a pressure reducing valve). In the 
case of a pneumatic brake, it can also be supplied by the BP via the distributor valve. 

Isolating cocks make it possible to isolate a bogie, or the vehicle itself, in case of failure. 

In some cases, the parking brake is manually applied by means of a specific electropneumatic control device 
(magnet valves and pneumatic valves) which is controlled by a push button of a switch on the driver’s desk. 
Specific train lines (or the digital train bus, when relevant) make it then possible to transfer the parking brake 
application or release requests to all equipped vehicles (in each trainsets, for a MU). 

A wheel slide protection device completes the system: it is integrated in the electronic control units (for motor 
vehicles or bogies, or for all vehicles in the case of a direct electropneumatic brake) or realized in form of a 
specific electronic unit (for trailer cars or bogies, for a pneumatic brake); if permanently measures the speed of 
each axle of the concerned vehicle, and regulate both the dynamic brake force (in a pure digital way) or(and) 
the friction brake force. Friction brake force is adjusted by means of dump valves (on dump valve per bogie or 
axle). 

In the TGV configuration, wheel slide protection equipment is redundant, each motor or trailer bogie being 
monitored by: 

• A main wheel slide protection function, which adjusts brake forces in degraded adhesion situation. 
• A wheel rotation monitoring (locked axle detection) function, which is able to completely release the 

brake force of the bogie or axle, and inform the driver if the rotation of the concerned axle is not 
resumed; this function is performed by a device that is physically independent from the one ensuring 
the main wheel slide protection function 



Moreover on TGV trailer bogies, a back-up wheel slide protection function ensures a full redundancy of the 
main wheel slide protection function, with the same performances: it is physically “coupled” with the wheel 
rotation monitoring function. 

Finally, for some trainsets, some bogies are equipped with the magnetic track brake (see page on brake 
components) : its operation is ensured by means of a relay valve controlled by a magnet valve, which is 
activated by a pressure switch connected to the BP or by a relay connected to the emergency loop. The relay 
valve supplies compressed air at required pressure to actuation cylinders by means of a rigid piping and a car 
body to bogie flexible hose. Compressed air is drawn out of an auxiliary reservoir dedicated to the magnetic 
track brake. An isolating cock makes it possible to isolate the magnetic track brake independently from the 
pneumatic brake. 

 

Bogies equipment 

Most of the modern trainsets are equipped with disc brakes, brake discs being either axle or wheel mounted. 
Anyway, in some cases (in particular in France), the tread brake is still in use, either alone (in particular in 
motor bogies, where the low available space makes it problematic to integrate brake discs) or combined with 
the disc brake. For this last configuration, the disc brake ensures the highest part of brake force. 

In France in particular, tread brake is also required on end axles in order to guarantee a good shunting quality 
for track circuits of the signaling system. 

Disc brake equipment is generally composed of one to four discs per axle, each disc being associated to a 
disc brake unit. 

Parking brake is ensured by means of spring applied cylinders that are integrated to one of the tread brake or 
disc brake unit on some of the bogies, application being either fully automatic or required by the driver. 

Moreover, some of the bogies are equipped with magnetic track brakes. 

 

Particular case of redundant braking controls 

Some trainsets are equipped with two brakes: 

• A direct electropneumatic brake, which is used in normal mode: braking control is ensured by means of 
electric train lines (or by means of the digital train bus) and the emergency loop, brake demands being 
locally received by electronic brake control units which manage the blending of the dynamic brake and 
the friction brake.  

• A pneumatic brake, which is used as a redundant brake in emergency braking or(and) as a back-up (in 
case of direct electropneumatic brake failure) , or to haul the trainset by a vehicle which is equipped 
only with the pneumatic brake (e.g. rescue locomotive); braking control of each vehicle or bogie is then 
performed by a distributor valve, a switching valve making it possible to select for each vehicle or bogie 
the braking mode (electropneumatic or pneumatic channel). 

This type of architecture is installed in particular on TER X 73500 DMU in France and on several regional 
trainsets in Germany. 

 


